A study examined coverage of Alger Hiss's trial for spying for the Soviet Union in the conservative Los Angeles "Times" and Chicago "Tribune," and the liberal Washington "Post" and New York "Times." It was hypothesized that (1) the liberal newspapers would favor Hiss, especially in their editorials; (2) the conservative newspapers would support Hiss's accuser, Whittaker Chambers; (3) as evidence against Hiss mounted, the liberal newspapers would decrease their support for Hiss and admit a grudging respect for Chambers' testimony; and that (4) as the trial proceeded, the conservative newspapers would hear the deeper messages against U.S. and Soviet materialism that Chambers was presenting and would relay them to readers. Results of the content analysis showed that the conservative and liberal newspapers originally split on ideological grounds, but as the evidence against Hiss accumulated, the New York "Times" shifted its support to Chambers. Additionally, the Washington "Post," after wavering in its support of Hiss in light of his perjury, resumed its hardline pro-Hiss stance, but the conservative newspapers, though they supported Chambers on political grounds, did not support his religious views, and seemed to lose interest in him in their summations of the trial. Hence, the first two hypotheses were upheld, the third was partly upheld, and the fourth was not upheld. (Seventy-four notes are included.) (JC)
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One of the most controversial news stories of the mid-twentieth century arose in 1948 when ex-Communist Whittaker Chambers accused former State Department official Alger Hiss of spying for the Soviet Union. Hundreds of books and articles have discussed the Chambers-Hiss confrontation; a footnote summarizes the basic developments of the affair. One important part of the story has not been covered, though: Press reaction. This paper attempts to fill that gap through examination of Chambers-Hiss coverage in two leading liberal newspapers (Washington Post, New York Times) and two then known as conservative (Chicago Tribune, Los Angeles Times).

The study began with four hypotheses. The first was that the liberal newspapers, in their editorials and to a lesser extent in their news stories, initially would favor Hiss. The second was that the conservative newspapers would be similarly slanted toward Chambers. The third was that, as the evidence against Hiss mounted, the liberal newspapers would decrease news and editorial support for Hiss and indicate grudging respect for Chambers’ testimony. The fourth was that, as the trials proceeded, the conservative newspapers would hear the deeper messages Chambers was presenting, and would try to relay them to their readers.
The first two hypotheses proved to be correct, the third half right but half wrong, and the fourth mostly wrong.

Methodology

The Chambers-Hiss affair had four phases. During the first (August-November, 1948) Chambers made his initial charges and Hiss charged Chambers with libel. During the second phase (December, 1948-May, 1949) Chambers brought out evidence, including microfilm of stolen documents with Hiss' notes on them, that led to a perjury indictment against Hiss. The third phase (June-December, 1949) encompassed most of the two trials for perjury. The fourth phase (January, 1950) included the legal wrap-up and the conviction of Hiss; it provided journalists an opportunity to sum up the long affair and comment on the meaning of the events they had been covering.

The four newspapers were examined during each of the four periods. Pro-Hiss or pro-Chambers positions were obvious in explicit editorials but, due to the nature of the Chambers-Hiss dispute, they were not hard to spot in news stories either. That is because Hiss and Chambers had opposite agendas during the hearings and trials: Hiss wanted a focus on Chambers' lie-filled past, while Chambers' lawyers concentrated on the evidence of what Hiss had done. Stories that followed one agenda or the other were considered pro-Hiss or pro-Chambers. The study emphasized careful examination of descriptive detail, not quantification.

For example, there were two major developments on June 2.
1949: Chambers testified that Alger Hiss had furnished government secrets to the Soviets, but Chambers also admitted having himself lied while a Communist during the 1930s. The following day the Washington Post emphasized the pro-Hiss angle, "Lies Admitted by Chambers," while the Los Angeles Times and the Chicago Tribune presented pro-Chambers headlines: "Hiss Aided Russian Spy, Court Told" and "Hiss Aided Reds: Chambers." Each newspaper ran angled stories consistent with their headlines.

Examining the newspapers' slants in news stories also was aided by reporters' penchants for characterizing the emotional state of witnesses in ways that supported their editorial stands. For example, in describing the events of June 2 mentioned above, the liberal Post reported that "Chambers seemed to be showing discomfiture," while the conservative Tribune noted that Chambers "never lost his composure."

Now, to the findings.

Phase one: Liberals for Hiss, Conservatives for Chambers

In phase one, all four newspapers were exactly where they were expected to be, according to their ideological positions. From August through November, 1948, Washington Post and New York Times news coverage emphasized the improbability of Hiss' guilt. The Washington Post quoted prominently the character witnesses produced by Hiss (Supreme Court justices, Congressmen, Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, former Secretaries of State, and so on) and asked of Chambers: "Is he a man of sanity?" The New York Times laid on evocative specific detail: "Hiss, tall, slender, youthful in appearance and build, answered in strong tones. He
stood by his previous testimony. Chambers, heavy-set, weary-looking, answered in dull barely audible tones. Tears were in his eyes.

On the editorial page, the Post protested "the entry of our society into the twilight zone between government by law and government by lawlessness," and compared Hiss to "an innocent pedestrian, spattered with mud by a passing vehicle." The New York Times chose for its editorial page cartoons of a man labeled "anti-Red smear war" cutting off the nose of the Statue of Liberty; a man in a prompter's box labeled "Politics" feeding lines to a man in cloak and dagger on a stage labeled "The Washington Super-Spy Thriller"; and a laughing man labeled "Campaign Politics" drawing a beard and mustache on a poster picturing a woman labeled "Civil Libertier."

The Chicago Tribune, though, saw Chambers' testimony as a strong blow directed against an Administration supposedly ignoring widespread treason. After Chambers' first day of testimony the Tribune ran a front page banner headline, "NEW DEAL COVERUP TOLD," with a lead stating that "A nine year "cover up" by the Roosevelt and Truman administrations of evidence exposing prominent New Dealers as workers for Russian interests was revealed to the house un-American activities committee today."

The Tribune also emphasized Hiss' continued Washington connections by noting that Secretary of State Marshall had just named Hiss vice chairman of a United Nations Day committee.

The tone for the Tribune's coverage was set that same day in an editorial, "UNMASKING THE REDS," which predicted that the
Washington hearings would not recklessly assault individual liberties, but instead would show:

to what a material degree the Communist conspiracy has established itself within the New Deal bureaucracy. After years of pampering by the New Deal, the Communists at last are being driven from cover. Investigation will show whether they were protected because their protectors in government were themselves sympathetic to communism and to a soviet America erected upon the ruins of republican liberty. 13

The Tribune foresaw the possibility that "this nation is going to be shocked into consciousness of the communist danger by a series of trials of public officials charged with betraying their country." 14

The Los Angeles Times also tied the hearings to ideological trends within the federal bureaucracy. The Times' page one, top right four column headline on August 4 was, "Four New Dealers Linked to Spy Ring by Ex-Red." An August 11 editorial, "Spies and Blunt Instruments," said that criticism of the congressional hearings was unwarranted since they were only the way to break through the cover-up: Officials "definitely did not want the public to know that any New Dealers were involved in Communist conspiracies." 15

Phase Two: Movement to the Right

Particularly in December, 1948, as damning detail regarding Hiss' alleged involvement poured in, reporters and editorial writers at both the Post and the New York Times appeared to hesitate. Post editorials indicate the pattern most clearly.

On December 5, the Post argued that:

The latest chapter in the Whittaker Chambers story is so fantastic that many citizens may be inclined to
write it off as a nightmare. We are told that microfilms which may contain evidence of treason or wholesale theft of confidential documents from the State and Navy Departments have been found in a "hollowed-out-pumpkin" on Mr. Chambers' Maryland farm. That detail alone seems to give the story the aura of a Halloween prank.18

A December 8 editorial continued to complain about investigators "behaving unpeculiarly," but noted the existence of "genuine documentary evidence."

By its December 10 editorial, though, the Post was retreating:

the situation has completely changed with the seizure of microfilms picturing secret documents obviously stolen from the State Department and delivered to an avowed Communist.... [Chambers] appears to have proved beyond any reasonable doubt that Communists had a pipeline into the State Department.20

In succeeding months, the Post continued to argue Hiss' innocence, but admitted in its editorial columns that "the circumstantial case against Mr. Hiss was grown [sic] gradually stronger...."

The New York Times backed away similarly from support for Hiss. It gave front page, top right three column headlines to statements such as "Spy Papers Show U.S. Codes Were Broken, Official Says"; Alger Hiss' denials of involvement received secondary play. On December 9 a Times editorial discussed the need to guard secrets from "the treachery of either mercenary or deluded citizens and officials," and admitted "There can no longer be any doubt that there has been considerable laxity on that score."

The conservative newspapers appeared jubilant. A December 3 Chicago Tribune headline noted the existence of "Sensational New
Evidence in Alger Hiss Case/ Consternation in Official Circles." The following day's headline stressed the Roosevelt/Truman Administration connection twice in eight words: "New Deal Reds' Espionage Ring in F.D.R. Regime." The battle was not only Chambers vs. Hiss, according to the Tribune, but open records vs. cover-up: "Spy Probers Defy Administration Gag... The Truman administration brought tremendous pressure to bear today... in an attempt to suppress the documentary evidence." According to the Tribune, federal bureaucrats feared that "a train of events might be started by revelations at the hearings which would culminate in one of the great scandals of American history."

The Los Angeles Times similarly promoted Chambers' agenda with front page news coverage and editorials. On December 8, for example, the Times editorialized that "Never before have we stood at the verge of war with a foreign power with so little official concern over that power's accomplished network of spies and saboteurs." The editorial asked for "further investigation as to whether the climate of the government bureaus has changed since Hiss was in the [State] Department."

Phase three: The Liberal Newspapers Diverge

A surprising turn came in June, 1949, when Hiss actually went on trial. The New York Times continued its phase two trend toward reservedness in reporting, but the Post began running regularly loaded descriptions of how "the tall, lean, 44-year-old Hiss, whose highly successful civilian and Government career was sensationally challenged by Chambers last August 3, stared
fixedly at his accuser." In the pages of the Post, Hiss always
"calmly strode to the stand." He was always "sure of himself, answering the barrage of questions without hesitation, showing no uneasiness or equivocation." He "appeared to be almost enjoying himself as he parried many of the attempts of Prosecutor Thomas F. Murphy to shake his story.

Post portrayal of Chambers during this third phase was very different. Hiss' agenda received top billing: "Hiss Counsel Calls Accuser Mental Case," "Hiss Plans to Test Chambers' Sanity." Post stories quoted defense attacks on Chambers: "Unsound mind...traitor, thief, liar, perjurer, enemy of his country, hypocrite... abnormal... psychopathic sadism ... a petty larceny thief." Reporters added their own critical descriptions of Chambers, such as "customary air of complete emotionless detachment" or "supercilious expression."

Post editorials, after their phase two consternation, also returned to a strong pro-Hiss and anti-Chambers position. One Post editorialist in July, 1949, pooh-poohed the evidence which had seemed so strong a half year before, and instead emphasized "mysteries" of the Hiss trial and Chambers' "complex and enigmatic motives."

The New York Times, meanwhile, was giving weight to the evidence, including copies of secret State Department documents retyped on a typewriter Hiss had at his home. The deviation of Post perspective from Times treatment was clear on June 3, 1949, as Chambers was testifying about Hiss' Soviet involvement and then undergoing cross-examination. The Post headlined its story,

The Times story began, "Whittaker Chambers supported Government charges of perjury against Alger Hiss yesterday when he testified in Federal Court that he had received State Department documents on munitions from Mr. Hiss between February, 1937, and April, 1938." Not until the sixteenth paragraph of the story did the Times report what the Washington Post saw as the day's big story, Chambers' admission of past lying.

Stories also were angled differently on June 7, when once again there were two pieces of news. First, Chambers testified that a second State Department employee, Julian Wadleigh, had spied for the Soviets. Second, Chambers admitted that he had lied during testimony at Congressional hearings the year before in order to give his former friend Hiss a chance to escape further punishment. The Washington Post ran a page one banner headline, "Chambers Admits He Lied to Congress," followed by a pro-Hiss lead: "Under vigorous cross-examination which sought to depict him as a confused neurotic, Whittaker Chambers admitted some further conflict in his account."

The New York Times story, though, was headlined "Chambers Names 2d U.S. Employe As Giving Spy Data." The story emphasized Chambers "calm demeanor" and did not mention his lies until the fifth paragraph. The Times' treatment paralleled that of the conservative newspapers: Chicago Tribune and Los Angeles Times headlines, respectively, were "Chambers Says Wadleigh Was 2d Spy Source" and "Ex-Red Names Second U.S. Aide as Spy
One week later the testimony of Whittaker Chambers' wife Esther became crucial to Chambers' contention, denied by Hiss, that Chambers and Hiss had been close friends during the 1930s. The Los Angeles Times, under a headline "Wife Gives Ringing Chambers Defense," began its story, "Subjected to a stinging and sarcastic cross-examination at the Alger Hiss perjury trial, Mrs. Whittaker Chambers finally cried out in defense of her husband today as 'a decent citizen and a great man.'" The Chicago Tribune was also pro-Chambers, and even suggested comfortable cruelty among the Hisses: "Hiss, resplendent in a cream colored summer suit, and his wife, in a cotton frock and a pert green hat, beamed as the 49 year old witness grew pale and exhausted, hesitated and faltered...under a merciless, four hour cross-examination."

The Washington Post, however, transformed that one faltering moment -- Esther Chambers could not remember whether she had seen the Hisses twelve years earlier at an anniversary party or a New Year's Eve party -- into a front page headline: "Chambers' Wife Alters Testimony." Would the New York Times do likewise? No: The Times even portrayed Esther Chambers as heroic in a headline, "Chambers' Wife, Defiant. Testifies He Is 'Great Man.'" and a story about how "the 110-pound Maryland housewife pitted her resources against those of the veteran trial lawyer throughout the day."

One final example of differential reporting came on June 16, when newspapers reported the testimony of a State Department
secretary who had worked for Hiss. Part of her testimony was
damaging to Hiss' case: She testified that four memoranda in
Hiss' handwriting on top secret subjects were not made in the
course of regular State Department business. Part could be
construed as supportive: She also noted that State Department
employees other than Hiss had access to some of the documents
Chambers said he had received from Hiss.

The Chicago Tribune's lead was pro-Chambers, describing how
the secretary had "stunned the defense at the Alger Hiss perjury
trial today with a series of damaging assertions," most notably
the one about Hiss' secret memoranda. The Washington Post's
story was pro-Hiss, beginning with the headline "State Secrets
Open to Many, Hiss Trial Told," and continuing with a direct
presentation of the spin put on the story by the Hiss camp:
"Trial attorneys for Alger Hiss today emphasized that dozens of
other State Department employes had access to documents which
Whittaker Chambers said he received from Hiss in 1938." Again,
the New York Times headlined the pro-Chambers angle: "Secretary
Identifies 4 Papers in Writing of Hiss."

The New York Times, then, moved as the hypothesis suggested
it would: It chose not to fight the evidence. The Post, though,
seemed to redouble its pro-Hiss efforts as the goal of finding
him legally guiltless was receding.

Phase Four: Conservative Coverage Ends With a Whimper

Once the trial ended, the Washington Post published an
editorial disdaining the process by which Hiss had been brought
to justice: Hiss, said the Post, "had the misfortune of being
tempted to betray his country in an era of widespread illusions about communism." (Only a "misfortune"? Only temptation, or actual betrayal?) The Post commented on "the crime of which he has been convicted." (Not that which he committed.)

The New York Times, though, accepted the verdict, stating in an editorial "that the examination of the charges brought against Mr. Hiss has been full and fair." In its news coverage the Times listed four telling points:

The fact that the incriminating documents were typed on the Hiss typewriter. The fact that four of the incriminating papers were in Hiss' handwriting. The inability of the Hisses to establish clearly the contention that they were not in communication with the Chamberges at the period when the papers were allegedly passed. The testimony that the Chamberges were extremely familiar with the Hiss household in the critical period.

The surprising development during this phase was the limited reporting within conservative newspapers as Chambers was winning his case. Chambers, throughout the affair, had tried to teach that Communism could not be defeated by American materialism; he argued that it was the near-religious vision of Communism that attracted to its ranks persons like Alger Hiss. Chambers had stated that Americans must have faith in God both for personal salvation and for societal survival in the face of Marxist faith. The conservative newspapers, though, ignored Chambers' message.

Instead, both the Los Angeles Times and the Chicago Tribune kept harping on the political. A Los Angeles Times' editorial, "The Alger Hiss Perjury Trial Verdict," crowed that "the outcome of the trial... should add to the red face of President Truman who, for political purposes, has jeered at Congressional
investigations and revelations of Communistic infiltration into government office as 'red herring.'" The Tribune again attacked the New Deal, "which sponsored and protected this monstrous conspiracy against America."

Overall, the turn taken by the Post during phase three and the limited coverage of the conservative newspapers during page four raises some interesting questions: Why did the Post redouble its support of Hiss even as the New York Times was backing away? Why did the conservative newspapers, as victory became apparent, ignore Chambers' voyage into the deeper implications of the affair?

Speculations: Liberal Boosterism?

One theory to explain the Post's strange behavior in the face of the evidence is ideological: the Post was black and white and red all over. At the time, one conservative magazine editor, Isaac Don Levine, called the Post "a Trojan Horse for totalitarianism." Michigan Congressman George A. Dondero termed it "the Washington edition of the Daily Worker."

An examination of other stories prominent in the Post during the Chambers-Hiss affair does not bear out such a conclusion. The Post was as consistent as many other papers of the era in its news and editorial denunciation of Communist efforts in Berlin, China, and other world hot spots. As the Chambers-Hiss controversy was beginning, the Post, like other newspapers of the period, was bannering on page one a dramatic escape in New York: "Soviet Teacher Leaps From Consulate Window."

A refrain in the stories of both the Chicago Tribune and the
Washington Post provides a clue. The Tribune constantly used the Chambers-Hiss affair as a platform for which to argue for a shrinking of the federal bureaucracy. Washington agencies, according to the Tribune, were "honeycombed" with officials whose loyalties were "pledged to an alien ideology." The most efficient way to deal with the problem, according to the Tribune, was to shrink the bureaucracy, perhaps back to its pre-New Deal size. The Post, for its part, saw the same danger from the other side. It agreed with President Truman's concern that the Chambers-Hiss hearings were "seriously impairing the morale of federal employes, and undermining public confidence in the government."

What split off the Post from the Times? The answer must be speculative -- principal editors did not leave their reminiscences on this question, and all of them are now dead -- but we may have a twist here on the old practice of "boosterism" (newspaper reporting designed to aid community economic interests). The term boosterism, for the most part, has been used in reference to promotion of private sector business, industry and tourism. Boosterism in Washington, D.C., though, would mean support of the federal bureaucracy, Washington's biggest industry -- and in the context of 1948, that meant support for Hiss.

Examination of the Post's history lends credence to such a theory. Publishers Eugene Meyer and Philip Graham defeated two competing newspapers from the New Deal through the New Frontier by making the Post the voice of the rapidly growing executive branch. Again, arguing that the Post was engaged in federal
boosterism is speculative, but it is clearly one reason why Post journalists swung back in phase three to an essentially irrational defense of a bureaucratic symbol under attack. The New York Times, meanwhile, was removed from such direct booster pressures, and was able to read successfully handwriting that by mid-1949 covered Alger Hiss' wall.

The Conservative Side: Theological Distancing?

Why did the Chicago Tribune and the Los Angeles Times seem to lose enthusiasm for Chambers even as he was being vindicated? Again, in the absence of editors' accounts answers must be speculative, but one hint may arise out of Chambers' statements that he was a Christian and a "man of the right," not a conservative. By this Chambers meant that he saw American materialism as no answer to Soviet materialism; he saw both sharing the modern "vision of man, once more the central figure of the Creation, not because God made man in His image, but because man's mind makes him the most intelligent of the animals." Chambers raised such theological issues from the start of his public agony: His first statement to the press, shortly before appearing as a Congressional hearing witness, was that he had left the Communist Party because "it was an evil."

Neither the Chicago Tribune nor the Los Angeles Times covered the story as Chambers saw it, with an emphasis on the theological dimensions. Thus, Chambers could receive support for a time, but not understanding: His agenda and the conservative press agendas deviated as he emphasized Christian beliefs and criticized materialism of all stripes. After listening to
Chambers' statements, one observer suggested that the question was "no longer whether Alger Hiss is guilty. The question now is whether God exists." Many conservative journalists, like many of their liberal counterparts, seemed uncomfortable with the debate on those terms.

Conclusions

This explanation of the conservative newspapers' failure to follow through, like that of the Washington Post's separation from the New York Times position, must remain speculative. Overall, though, study of Chambers-Hiss coverage in the four newspapers has led to four clear conclusions. First, the newspapers originally split on ideological grounds. Second, as the evidence accumulated, the New York Times was honest enough to shift. Third, the Washington Post, after wavering in phase two, reassumed its hardline pro-Hiss stance. Fourth, the conservative newspapers were pro-Chambers on their political grounds, not his religious grounds. They did not examine the deeper implications of the views of Chambers and the fall of Hiss.
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